
Full of fluffy rabbits in Nagoya this fall! 
Visiting exhibition with new artworks of gorgeous famous rabbits from November 3rd to 26th  

BACON.,Co. Ltd. will hold the first visiting exhibition of rabbit festival which had 10,000 visitors* in total in 
Tokyo, “Rabbit Symbol Exhibition in Nagoya” in “TODAYS GALLERY STUDIO NAGOYA” (Nagoyashi, 
Aichi) from Friday November 3rd to Sunday November 26th. * total visitor is the total of 2016 and 2017 
 
 

http://tgs.jp.net/event/usagisymbol-nagoya 
 

 
■Not a simple visiting exhibition, plenty of new artworks&limited goods 
Though visiting exhibition is often the same content as the main festival, for this first-time Nagoya visiting 
exhibition, exhibited artworks will be renewed! There will be artworks popular in Tokyo and also those 
with some winter taste. There will be more than 300 artworks. Moreover, there will be limited goods in 
Nagoya such as Shachihoko Acrylic Key-holder of popular Mokyu and Clear file of usagraph. 
 
 
＜Only in Nagoya!!Check out official goods collaborated with skog marknad!> 
skog marknad, whose collaboration goods with star cats were very popular in Cat break exhibition, is 
going to release Nagoya limited Rabbit Symbol Exhibition goods. 
・Masking tape 1 sort  limited to 150  850 JPY 
・Memo pad  1 sort   450 JPY 
・Mug  1 sort   2,000 JPY 
・Pen  1 sort   1,000 JPY 
All the products are only in Nagoya! 
* Please visit official website for detailed information! 
 
■Creators with more than 1 million followers in total! 
Mokyu (Tomoko Imai), the god of Rabbit world with more than 1 million followers on SNS, mumitan who 
was nominated  to the US Shorty Awards 2017 in Animal section, original goods of rex rabbit, 

and sales of exhibited artwork/goods by Time is Bunny. Also koharupyon, shino(@nashiro_kate) 
popular on SNS such as Twitter and Instagram will join from Nagoya! 
 
＜Reselling official booklet only for 500!＞ 
Popular limited official booklet has renewed its content. It contains artworks of exhibited creators and 
also column of Mokyu. 
【Project Outline】 
Project Name: Joint photo&goods sales exhibition of Rabbit “Rabbit Symbol Exhibition in Nagoya” 
Date:  Friday November 3rd to Sunday November 26th 2017, 11:00-19:00 
Closed:  Sundays 
Site:  TODAYS GALLERY STUDIO NAGOYA 
  〒460-0007 1-17-12 Shinsakae, Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi, Aichi-ken 
Fee:  500 JPY/Free for children who are and under 3 year-old 
Exhibitors: 18 (scheduled) 


